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Model Engine Seats 520i SE 530e 
520d SE BMW TwinPower Turbo four-cylinder diesel engine Armrests: Equipment in addition / replacement to 520d SE / 520d xDrive SE / 525d SE Equipment in addition / replacement to petrol and diesel models
520d xDrive SE Common-rail technology      Front and rear, intergrated in door trim BMW TwinPower Turbo four-cylinder petrol engine BMW TwinPower Turbo four-cylinder in-line petrol engine
520d SE ED Variable turbine geometry      Centre console, includes storage compartment High-precision direct injection High-precision direct injection
525d SE Single TwinScroll turbocharger      Rear centre, includes 2 cupholders VALVETRONIC with Double-VANOS Variable vane geometry

    Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) with AdBlue Child seat ISOFIX attachment, rear outer seats (inlcudes top tether) Single TwinScroll turbocharger Single turbo
Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) Seat adjustment - front, partially electric Electric motor
Engine cover with 'TwinPower Turbo' designation Seat heating, front Li-Ion Battery 9kwh
Oil sensor for level and grade Cooling circuit

Li-Ion Battery, 9.2kWh gross / 8kWh available
Transmission Interior equipment 530d SE/530d xDrive SE 96 cells: 6 modules with 16 cells, 2 levels
Eight-speed Automatic transmission with gearshift paddles Air conditioning, automatic with two-zone control Equipment in addition / replacement to 520d SE/520d xDrive SE Nominal voltage: 351V
Eight-speed Sport automatic transmission with electronic gear selector and Steptronic (525d only) Ambient interior lighting  - 6 selectable light designs; white, blue, orange, yellow, lilac and green. 18'' light alloy wheels Multi-spoke style 619 Storage Management Electronics (SME) including insulation monitoring
xDrive (xDrive models only) Battery in luggage compartment with jump start facility in engine bay BMW TwinPower Turbo inline six-cylinder diesel engine Fast charging AC capability:

Cup holders (2 front & 2 rear) Common-rail technology Max. power (grid side):  3.7 kW (16 A)
Wheels and chassis Door sill finishers with BMW designation Variable vane geometry Charging time: <3 hours, 0-100% SoC
17" light alloy wheels V-spoke style 618 Electric windows - front and rear, with open/close fingertip control, anti-trap facility and comfort closing function all round Single TwinScroll turbocharger AC plug: type 2
18" light alloy wheels multi-spoke style 619 (520d SE ED Only) Floor mats, velour Eight-speed Sport automatic transmission with electronic gear selector and Steptronic Radiator, aluminium
Drive Performance Control with ECO PRO, Comfort, and Sport Footwell lights, front and rear Metallic paintwork Black-panel instrument cluster with hybrid-specific functions
Electro-mechanical parking brake with automatic drive-away release and auto-hold function Interior trim, Aluminium fine cutting with highlight trim finisher in Pearl Chrome Run-flat tyres with Tyre Puncture Warning System (TPWS) eDrive Services

 Electric Power Steering (EPS) with Servotronic Lockable glove compartment with light eDrive designation on C-pillar, left and right.
 Multi-function controls for leather steering wheel Door sill finishers with eDrive designation

Safety and technology Multifunctional instrument panel 530i SE eDrive button to select between AUTO eDrive, MAX eDrive and SAVE Battery settings
Active Guard Reading lights, front and rear Equipment in addition / replacement to 530d SE/530d xDrive SE Charging flap in front side panel, left
Airbags comprising: Rear-view mirror, automatically dimming BMW TwinPower Turbo four-cylinder petrol engine Standard charge cable, 5 metres in length
    Head airbags for first and second row seats Sport leather steering wheel, three-spoke High-precision direct injection  'i' designation on front side panels, left and right (Replaced by 'M' designation on M Sport models)
    Driver, front passenger, rear and side Steering column with adjustable in height and length: activation via lateral lever on the steering column VALVETRONIC with Double-VANOS Illuminated charging socket with visual display of charge status

Impact-dependent airbag system Single TwinScroll turbocharger Electronic display of drivetrain information and battery range
Passenger seat airbag deactivation, front

Alarm system (Thatcham 1) with remote control and engine immobiliser
Anti-roll bars, front and rear
Brake Energy Regeneration Exterior equipment 540i xDrive SE
Brake Force Display Active Air Stream kidney grille Equipment in addition / replacement to 530i SE
Brake lights with LED technology, Dynamic All round anti-corrosion system BMW TwinPower Turbo six-cylinder in-line petrol engine
Cruise control with brake function Door handle illumination High-precision direct injection
Crash sensor activating central locking release, hazard warning lights, fuel cut-off and  interior 
lighting 

Exhaust tailpipes - single, left and right, chrome VALVETRONIC with Double-VANOS
Daytime running lights, LED Exterior mirrors - electrically adjustable and heated, includes integrated direction indicators Single TwinScroll turbocharger
Deformation zones - front and rear with door reinforcements and bumpers that regenerate Exhaust tailpipes - single, left and right, chrome, quadrilateral
   to their original shape in impacts of up to 2.5 mph xDrive
Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) comprising:
     Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
     Automatic Stability Control (ASC)
     Brake Assist function Audio and communication M Sport models
     Cornering Brake Control (CBC) 20GB hard disc drive (HDD) memory Equipment in addition / replacement to SE models
     Dynamic Brake Control (DBC) Access to BMW Connected+ for 12 months from vehicle production (subscription required) 18" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 662 M with run-flat tyres  (520i / 520d / 520d xDrive / 525d M Sport only)
     Dynamic Traction Control (DTC) BMW ConnectedDrive Services comprising: 19" M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style 664 M with run-flat tyres (530d M Sport / 530d xDrive M Sport / 530i M Sport / 540i xDrive M Sport only)
     Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) BMW Emergency Call Anthracite headlining
     Engine Drag Torque Control (MSR) BMW Online Services Door sill inlays with illuminated BMW M designation
First Aid kit and warning triangle BMW TeleServices Exhaust tailpipes - single, left and right, chrome, quadrilateral
Follow-me-home headlight function Real Time Traffic Information Exterior trim, High-gloss Shadowline
Head restraints - front, anti-whiplash BMW Professional radio with single CD player (with MP3 and DVD playback capability) Instrument panel in Sensatec (artificial leather)
LED Headlights Bluetooth Hands-free facility with USB audio interface and Voice Control Interior trim, Aluminium Rhombicle with highlight trim finishers in Pearl Chrome
Locking wheel bolts (Thatcham approved) Control Display - 10.25" colour touch sensitive display screen LED fog lights
Mobility kit (Not included when run-flat tyres are specified) DAB  digital radio M aerodynamic bodystyling
On-Board Diagnosis (OBD) Digital Cockpit M designation on front side panels, left and right
Park Distance Control (PDC), front and rear Favourite buttons M specific floor mats
Rain sensor with automatic headlight activation iDrive Touch Controller with shortcut buttons M specific key
Seat belts - front, inertia reel with pyrotechnical belt latch tensioner, belt force limiter & belt 
restrainer

Navigation System - BMW Professional Multimedia M specific pedals
Seat belts - rear, three with inertia reel On-Board Computer (OBC) comprising: M specific steering wheel
Side impact protection      Average speed M Sport braking system (525d/530d/530d xDrive/530i/540i xDrive only)
Speed limiting function      Fuel consumption and range M Sport suspension (not available on 530e)
Two-tone horn      Information display - analogue instruments combined with liquid crystal display
Tyre pressure monitoring      Journey computer
Windscreen washer jets, heated      Outside temperature display

     Personal Profile functions

Standard Equipment
5 Series Saloon
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Non-metallic paintwork   £0.00

Non-metallic paintwork is available in:
300 Alpine White
668 Jet Black

M Sport models: 300 Alpine White only
Metallic paintwork   £675.00

Metallic paint is available in: 
416 Carbon Black (M Sport models only)
475 Black Sapphire
A72 Cashmere Silver (Not available for M Sport models)
A83 Glacier Silver (Not available for M Sport models)
A89 Imperial Blue Xirallic (Not available for M Sport models)
A90 Sophisto Grey Xirallic
A96 Mineral White (Not available for M Sport models)
B65 Jatoba (Not available for M Sport models)
C10 Mediterranean Blue
C2P Atlas Cedar (Not available for M Sport models)
C2Y Bluestone metallic

BMW Individual paintwork - - £1,740.00
  £1,095.00

Available in the following metallic paints:
S34 Azurite Black 
X08 Champagne Quartz
X14 Almandine Brown 
X17 Rhodonite Silver 

490 Brilliant White   POA
490 Frozen Dark Brown
490 Frozen Cashmere Silver
490 Frozen Brilliant White 
490 Frozen Artic Grey 
490 Pure Metal Silver

Available via special request

Upholstery - Dakota leather  - Std

LCSW, Black with a Black colour world
LCCY, Canberra Beige with a Canberra Beige colour world and Black dashboard (Not with 481)
LCEW, Ivory White with a Black colour world
LCRI, Cognac with a Black colour world

-  Std
LCFK, Black including exclusive stitching and piping with a Black colour world
LCFI, Ivory White including exclusive stitching with a Black colour world 
LCTJ, Night Blue including exclusive stitchingwith a Black colour world
LCNL, Black including exclusive stitching in Blue with a Black colour world (Not with ZGK or 456)
LCRO, Cognac inlcuding exclusive stitching and piping in contrast with a Black colour world

Upholstery - Exclusive Nappa leather -  £775.00

LZFK, Black including exclusive stitching and piping with a Black colour world (M Sport models only)
LZFI, Ivory White including exclusive stitching and piping with a Black colour world (M Sport models only)
LZNI, Mocha including exclusive stitching and piping with a Black colour world (M Sport models only)

Only with 456 and 465

Upholstery - BMW Individual full Merino leather trim, finely structured  - £3,995.00
-  £2,755.00

ZBCR Caramel / Black
ZBFU Smoke White / Black
ZBTQ Tartufo / Black

Includes 4M5
Only with 775
Only with 778 (SE models only)

Premium Package  - £3,495.00
-  £3,055.00

- 316, Tailgate operation, powered
- 4NB, Air conditioning, automatic with four-zone control
- 4NM, Ambient Air Package
- 4T7, Massage function, front
- 4U1, Ceramic finish for controls
- 456, Comfort seats, front

In combination with ZGM  - £2,610.00
-  £2,170.00

Premium Package - - £3,145.00
- - £2,705.00

- 4NB, Air conditioning, automatic with four-zone control
- 4NM, Ambient Air Package
- 4T7, Massage function, front
- 4U1, Ceramic finish for controls
- 456, Comfort seats, front

In combination with ZGM  - £2,260.00
-  £1,820.00

Comfort Package   £1,995.00

- 3AG, Reversing Assist Camera
- 322, Comfort Access
- 4T8, Exterior mirrors folding with anti dazzle
- 459, Seat adjustment, electric, with memory
- 488, Lumbar support, driver and front passenger

M Sport Plus Package - - £2,145.00
-  £2,145.00

- 21P, 19" M light alloy M Double-spoke style 664M with Run-flat tyres (520i M Sport/ 520d M Sport / 520d xDrive M Sport/ 525d M Sport) 21R and 2QR available as alternative
- 2QR, 20" BMW Individual light alloy V-spoke style 759 with Run-flat tyres (530i M Sport / 540i xDrive M Sport / 530d M Sport / 530d xDrive M Sport / 530e M Sport)
- 420, Sun protection glass
- 688, Loudspeaker system - harman/kardon (6F1 available as package alternative)
- 754, M rear spoiler

Ordering guidance: for 520i, 520d, 520d xDrive and 525d M Sport models ensure that you de-select/ 100% not require the standard 18" wheel 21N before adding ZMS to the order. 
Ordering guidance: for 530e, 530i, 540i xDrive, 530d, and 530d xDrive M Sport models ensure that you de-select/ 100% not require the standard 19" wheel 21P before adding ZMS to the order. 

Visibility Package   £1,295.00

- 5AC, High-beam Assistant
- 502, Headlight wash
- 552, BMW Icon adaptive LED headlights

Technology Package   £1,495.00

- 3DS, BMW Display Key
- 6NW, Enhanced Bluetooth with wireless charging
- 6WD, WiFi hotspot preparation
- 6U8, BMW Gesture Control
- 610, Head-Up Display

Interior trim, Aluminium Rhombicle with highlight trim finishers Pearl Chrome -  Std

Interior trim, Aluminium fine cutting with highlight trim finishers Pearl Chrome  - Std

Interior trim, Fine-wood trim 'Fineline' Ridge with highlight trim finisher Pearl Chrome   £250.00

Interior trim, Fine-wood trim dark burled walnut with highlight trim finisher Pearl Chrome   £250.00

Interior, Fine-wood trim 'Fineline' Cove with highlight trim finisher Pearl Chrome   £250.00

Interior trim, Fine-wood trim poplar grain grey with highlight trim finisher Pearl Chrome   £250.00

BMW Individual trim finisher, Piano Black   £560.00

BMW Individual Fine-wood trim plum brown high-gloss with highlight trim finisher Pearl Chrome   £560.00

BMW Individual Fine-wood trim Sen light brown   £560.00
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Interior trims

Packages

Upholstery
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P i t k
Sport automatic transmission - - Std

Dynamic and sporty gear changes via the steering wheel paddles or selector lever. Sport button activates Sport Mode where gear shifts are almost instantaneous in either up or down shifts.  Includes 
Launch control.

Automatic transmission with gearshift paddles   Std

Variable Damper Control (VDC)   £985.00

Adaptation of dampers to the respective driving and road conditions

Included in 2VA
M Sport suspension deletion - - £0.00

Run-flat tyres   Std

(Not 520i SE/ 520d 
SE / 520d xDrive SE/ 

525d SE)

M Sport braking system -  Std

Includes:
- Blue painted brake calipers with 'M' designation
- Front: 348mm x 36mm front brake discs
- Front: 374mm x 36mm front brake discs (540i xDrive)
- Rear: 345mm x 24mm rear brake discs

Adaptive Drive - - £2,770.00
- - £2,435.00

Individually selectable suspension setup. Minimises the tendency of the vehicle's body to roll when cornering. Also includes the Dynamic Drive function and so reduces the roll of the vehicle body 
that occurs when cornering at high speed or taking sudden evasive action. The system is based on active anti-roll bars at the front and rear axles and it is in constant operation when the car is on the 
move.

Includes option code 223.

Not with 2VH
Tyre pressure monitoring   Std

Electronic monitoring system of individual tyre pressure. A warning indicator is automatically activated when tyre pressure loss is 20% or more. System must be initialised after each change in tyre 
pressure, when pressure in all tyres is correct.

Integral Active Steering - - £995.00

A variable-ratio four-wheel steering system that delivers significantly greater manoeuvrability at low and parking speeds with enhanced stability and passenger comfort at higher speeds. Speed-
dependent adaptation of the steering angle of front and rear wheels combined with reduced effort applied to steering wheel for more agile handling that is more comfortable when parking

Space-saver spare wheel (G30 ONLY) - - £245.00

Including car jack and wheel brace

Please note this option reduces luggage compartment capacity from 530 litres to 390 litres

520i SE/ 520d SE/ 520d xDrive SE/ 525d SE models specified with this option will no longer include '2VC - mobility kit'

Reversing Assist camera   £375.00

Activated automatically with PDC when reverse gear is engaged.  Shows an image in the Control Display of the area behind the car.

Not with 5DM/5DN
Headlight wash   £225.00

High-pressure system for cleaning main headlights with an automatically extending lifter jet.

Park Distance Control (PDC)   Std

- Acoustic and visual distance warning of obstacles in front of and behind the car
- Can be switched off manually
- Including Auto PDC: automatically activated when the vehicle starts to drive forwards towards a different vehicle (< 3 km/h)

Adaptive Headlights   £490.00

Offers improved visibility by following steering angle of the front wheels, providing better illumination of the road ahead through corners. Not active when reversing, or in situations which would dazzle 
oncoming traffic. Additional LED cornering lights improve vision at close range, operated with activation of the direction indicator or with corresponding steering wheel input at a speed up to 
approximately 35mph. 

Not with 552
BMW Icon adaptive LED headlights   £1,195.00

Full 'white' LED headlights for both low and high beam, offering a greater resemblance to daylight.  Includes automatic height adjustment, 'white' LED BMW Icon light design used for Daytime Driving 
Lights and LED front indicators. Featuring Adaptive Headlights, which improve visibility by following  the steering angle of the front wheels, providing better illumination of the road ahead through 
corners. Adaptive Headlights not active when car is reversing or when car is stationary and steering turned to offside, to avoid dazzling oncoming traffic. Additional LED cornering lights improve vision 
at close range, operated with activation of the direction indicator or with corresponding steering wheel input at a speed up to approximately 35mph. 

BMW Selective Beam functionality is supported in combination with High-beam Assistant (option 5AC) to provide an intelligent anti-glare system that provides autonomous control of the left and 
right headlights and high-beam distribution to optimise illumination of the road ahead without glaring other road users. BMW Selective Beam can vary high and low beam simultaneously to direct the 
light distribution around other vehicles according to the traffic situation, ensuring unparalleled levels of illumination. For further information please refer to the Technology Hub on LaunchPad.

Not with 524
Only with 5AC
LED fog lights   £175.00

Integrated into the bumper system, with LEDs aligned horizontally.

High-beam Assistant   £95.00

Automatic switching on and off of the high-beam headlights depending on the traffic situation, controlled via a sensor on the front side of the interior mirror.

In combination with 552   £0.00
Dynamic Safety   £280.00

Safety package for initiating protective measures for the occupants if an accident situation is imminent. Includes: attentiveness assistant, seat belt tensioning, closure of any open windows, closure of 
sliding sunroof (if fitted), repositioning of passenger seat backrests, automatic braking after impact. Includes Attentiveness Assistant.

Driving Assistant   £895.00

A range of camera-based driver assistance systems that enhance safety and reduce the risk of potential collisions, at both high and low speeds. Systems included in this option are:

 - Lane Departure Warning for detecting lane markings at speeds above approximately 45mph. If the car deviates from the lane of travel without the use of indicators, the steering wheel vibrates as an 
alert. If the indicators are used to signal, the system recognises this as an intentional lane change and the steering wheel will not vibrate. 

- Lane Change Warning permanently monitors the zones to each side of the vehicle. Detects vehicles in the 'blind spot' when above approx. 6 mph for desired lane change (indicator is activated or 
stalk is held in 'short on' position), warning via the steering wheel (vibration) and flashing symbol in the exterior mirror. 

- Approach control warning and person warning with city braking function: gives warning and brakes within a speed range from approx. 6 mph to  37mph (for persons) and up to 50 mph (for vehicles). 
If an accident cannot be avoided completely, the city braking function helps to reduce the impact speed and hence, the severity of the accident. Approach control warning also warns of potential 
collision with a vehicle ahead at higher speeds, with preconditioning of the brakes for faster brake response and shorter braking distances. Operation by means of a button in the control unit for driver 
assistance systems.

- Crossing-traffic warning rear: supports the driver, for example, when reversing out of parking spaces and warns of potential collisions with intersecting traffic in situations where it is difficult to see 
everything around them. In combination with option code 3AG 'Rear view camera', the Crossing-traffic warning rear is extended by an additional real-image display. 

- Prevention of rear collision: detects the threat of rear collisions via rear sensors and warns the traffic behind via the hazard warning lights (flashing in double frequency). Preventive measures will also 
be taken in unavoidable accident situations (e.g. belt tensioning, closing windows, etc.).

- Speed Limit Info and no-overtaking indicator

 Please note: the system scopes contained in the option code only provide assistance within defined system limits. It remains the responsibility of the respective driver to react to the actual traffic 
situation.

Only with 4T8

Transmission

Safety and Technology

Steering and Chassis
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P i t kDriving Assistant Plus   £2,250.00

Camera and radar-based driver assistance system consisting of:

- Driving Assistant: see contents of option code 5AS 'Driving Assistant'.

- Active cruise control with Stop&Go function: see contents of option code 5DF 'Active cruise control with Stop & Go function'.

- Steering and lane control assistant: Supports the driver in keeping to the middle of the lane by means of comfortable corrective steering interventions in the speed range up to 130 mph and also in 
monotonous situations (Traffic jam assistant). The function can be overridden by the driver at any time.

- Lane change assistant: assistance for comfortable and automatic lane changing in a speed range of between 43-80 mph via a long press of the indicator. 
  Only availabe for cars built from WK 27, July 2017

- Lane keeping assistant with active side collision protection: assists the driver in keeping in lane and actively preventing potential side collisions by means of comfortable corrective steering 
interventions in the speed range of 43 mph to 130 mph. (Restricted function in the speed range of 18 mph to 43 mph: warning via a single steering impulse in the opposite direction).

- Crossing traffic warning front: supports the driver when entering intersecting traffic and warns of potential collisions in traffic situations where It is difficult for them to see everything around them.

- Evasion aid: Assistance in critical approach situations when evading is still possible. At the request of the driver, steering assistance is activated when driving past other vehicles.

- Crossroads warning: comprises two partial functions: warning in priority situations and at stop signs. Additional steering warning of crossing traffic in a speed range of up to 52 mph (visual advance 
warning and acoustic warning).

- Wrong-way warning: detection of "no entry" signs with visual and acoustic driver warning.

Please note: the system scopes contained in the option code only provide assistance within defined system limits. It remains the responsibility of the respective driver to react to the actual traffic 
situation.

Not with 5DF
Only with 4T8
Active cruise control with Stop&Go function   £965.00

- Camera- and radar-based driver assistance system which enables the vehicle's speed to be set in the range from approx. 18 mph to 130 mph and the speed-dependent distance to be maintained 
from the vehicle ahead can then be set in any of 4 selectable stages.
- Approach control warning warns of collision with a vehicle ahead at approx. 15 km/h or higher speeds, preconditioning of the brakes for faster response and shorter braking distances.
- In addition to vehicles driving ahead, stopped vehicles can also be detected, with automatic light braking of the vehicle if there is a risk of collision,
- The stop & go function makes it possible to automatically maintain queue speed and distance in stop-and-go traffic and in traffic jams, right down to complete standstill.
- Speed Limit Info and no-overtaking indicator 
- Speed Limit Assist: predictive detection of speed limits. 

Included in 5AT
Parking Assistant   £695.00

Camera and ultrasound-based parking assistance system consisting of:

- 3AG - Rear view camera
- Parking assistant: calculation of the optimum line to be followed for parking and automatic parking (steering, acceleration, braking and gear selection in the case of vehicles with automatic 
transmission) into parallel and lateral parking spaces. Parking space size measurement via ultrasonic sensors. Activation in selector lever position "R" or manually via button at speeds below 21 mph. 
The parking space search is shown on the Control Display. The function can be overridden by the driver at any time.
- Including Active Park Distance Control for braking assistance when reversing into a parking space (up to 3 mph). Including lateral parking aid: the system takes note of obstructions when driving past 
and takes these into account when parking (additionally: display of lateral obstructions in the Control Display).

Please note: the system scopes contained in the option code only provide assistance within defined system limits. It remains the responsibility of the respective driver to react to the actual traffic 
situation.

In combination with ZGM   £400.00
Parking Assistant Plus   £1,095.00

Camera and ultrasound-based parking assistance system consisting of:

- 5DM - Parking Assistant
- Surround View: offers the camera-based functions Top View, Panorama View and 3D View. Cameras at the front and in the exterior mirrors provide a 360° view around the vehicle. Panorama View 
front and rear makes it more safe to approach junctions and exits. It shows the situation to the right and left of the vehicle on the Control Display. Automatic activation is possible via the storage of 
personal locations.
- Remote 3D View: transfer of static images from 3D View to mobile terminal devices via the mobile phone network (only in combination with 6AP 'Remote Services').

Please note: the system scopes contained in the option code only provide assistance within defined system limits. It remains the responsibility of the respective driver to react to the actual traffic 
situation.

In combination with ZGM   £800.00
Only with 4T8
Remote Control Parking - - £395.00

For use in parking spaces where the vehicle is difficult for the driver and occupants to access. The vehicle can be automatically parked into and out of lateral parking spaces by activating the function 
"Remote Control Parking" on the BMW display key. The driver is outside the vehicle during the parking process. The position of the vehicle to the longitudinal axis of the parking space can deviate 
very slightly. Activation of the function is possible up to max. 5 % downhill / uphill gradients.

Only with 322, 3DS, 5DN
Head-Up Display   £995.00

Full-colour projection of information relevant to driving and specific to the situation onto the windscreen, with automatic brightness control, 3D graphics for junction view (realistic display of turns and 
junctions). User-friendly adjustment possible via the iDrive Controller. Large-scale display with 7" x 3" opening angle and a throw of approx 2.3m.

Display of:
- Navigation information in different display modes 
- Speed
- Country-specific display of traffic signs in the relevant colours (subject to optional equipment)
- Information from BMW Night Vision and driver assistance systems (subject to optional equipment)
- Situational display of entertainment and communication lists (two-line list display)
- Display of Driving Experience Control modes (via coloured highlighting)
- Display of BMW EfficientDynamics functional contents
- Check control messages with 3D graphics

Note - Display of full content is dependent on optional equipment ordered

Night Vision with pedestrian recognition   £1,595.00

An infra-red night vision system that enables pedestrians to be seen more readily in poor-visibility situations. Images of objects identified as pedestrians are highlighted by a yellow warning symbol on 
the control display and optional Head-up Display.  In critical situations an acute-approach warning with red warning symbol will appear and an acoustic warning will sound, including a warning without 
an image and preconditioning of the brakes.

Including Dynamic Light Spot: Illumination of the endangered objects through the main headlights

Only with 502

Seat ventilation, front   £510.00

Ventilation of driver and front passenger seat bse and backrest via perforated leather. 

Not with 481
Only with 456

Comfort seats, front  - £1,705.00
-  £1,265.00

For driver and front passenger - electrical adjustment of fore & aft position, height, tilt, recline and head restraints' height. 
Adjustment of back-rest width, thigh-rest, head section of back-rest and Comfort headrests with manual side adjustment.

Includes lumbar support and two programmable memory positions for driver's and front passenger's seat, steering wheel and position of door mirrors.  
Includes automatic dipping of passenger door mirror upon selecting reverse gear, for kerbside parking.

Includes 459
Not with 488

In combination with ZGM  - £1,000.00
-  £560.00

Seat adjustment, electric, with memory   £895.00

Electric adjustment of all seat parameters, and electric adjustment of steering column. Memory function for driver's seat includes the setting of the exterior door mirrors.
Includes automatic dipping of passenger door mirror upon selecting reverse gear, for kerbside parking.

Included in 456
Through-loading system   £335.00

40/20/40 backrest split (all indications viewed in direction of travel):

- Right 40% seat section individually foldable
- Middle 20% seat section individually foldable
- Left 40% seat section and middle 20% section only foldable together

Through-loading system - - Std

40/20/40 backrest split (all indications viewed in direction of travel):

- Right 40% seat section individually foldable
- Middle 20% seat section individually foldable
- Left 40% seat section and middle 20% section only foldable together

Sports seats, front   £475.00

Additional side supports help ensure optimum lateral support when cornering. Seats feature electric adjustment for seat height, backrest angle adjustment and seat tilt. 
Manual adjustment for fore-aft position, thigh support and headrest.

Not with 4T7, LCCY

Seats
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P i t kLumbar support, driver and front passenger   £225.00

Four-way electrically adjustable for height and degree of support.

Included in 456
Seat heating, front   Std

Variable temperature via three-stage switch. Centre and side seat sections are rapidly heated. Can be controlled via iDrive to reposition seat heating from backrest / seat base.

Seat heating, front and rear   £325.00

Three thermostatically-controlled heat settings via separate switches for driver and front passenger and outer rear seats.

Not with 494
Massage function, front   £795.00

Eight massage programmes selectable via the iDrive menu. Each programme features three intensity levels for muscle activation and relaxation:

- Pelvis activation
- Torso activation
- Full-body activation
- Back massage
- Shoulder massage
- Loin massage
- Torso training
- Full-body training

Only with 456
Through-loading ski bag   £75.00

Integrated pull-out ski bag behind rear centre armrest - removable for cleaning.

Only with 465

Tailgate operation, powered   £430.00

Automatic bootlid operation via remote key. Closing is instigated by a button on the inside of the bootlid.

Tailgate operation, powered - - Std

Automatic bootlid operation via remote key. Closing is instigated by a button on the inside of the bootlid.

Model designation deletion   £0.00

Deletion of engine/model badge (and xDrive badge for xDrive models) from the bootlid.

Comfort Access with smart opener   £695.00

Access to the vehicle without removing key from pockets or bag.  Sensors detect proximity of keys to the vehicle and allow doors to be unlocked by holding the door handle closest to the key.  
Locking by touching ribbed section of door handle when key is not inside the car.  

Including touch free opening of the bootlid when in combination with 316.

Soft-close doors   £435.00

Motorised latches for all four passenger doors allow silent and effortless closure, and eliminate possibility of incomplete closure. 

Chrome Line Exterior -  £0.00

Contents in aluminium high-gloss
- Window-frame surround
- Window recess cover

Contents in chrome high-gloss:
- Air breather

Contents in black high-gloss:
- Exterior mirror frame, mirror base, mirror triangle
- Finisher, B pillar
- Window guide rail  rear door

Towbar, fully electric - - £855.00

Concealed and permanently installed behind the bumper.  Released and retracted electrically by means of a button in the luggage compartment. Comes with a 13-pin European electrical socket and 
adaptor to convert to 7-pin. Additional wiring connectors may be required depending on towing usage (available through Aftersales). Trailer Stability Control is included when this option is specified.  

Roof rails, Matt Silver - - £0.00

iPerformance Exterior Styling deletion   £0.00

Includes deletion of the following exterior design elements: 

BMW i-specific blue decorative elements on the kidney slats 
BMW i-specific blue wheel hub cover

Trim designation deletion -  £0.00

Removal of M designation for M Sport models on front side panels

Exterior trim, Matt Aluminium  - £290.00
-  £0.00

Contents in matt aluminium:
- Window-frame surround
- Window recess cover
- Air breather

Contents in black high-gloss:
- Exterior mirror frame, mirror base, mirror triangle
- Finisher, B pillar
- Window guide rail, rear door

Roof rails, High-gloss Shadowline - - £0.00

Exterior Mirrors - folding with anti-dazzle   £335.00

Exterior mirrors with automatic anti-dazzle function to driver's door mirror. Includes exterior mirrors that can fold-in at the touch of a button when parking or manoeuvring.

eDrive exterior sound   £0.00

Artificial eDrive sound at low speeds (below approximately 20mph). This sound will be defaulted on when starting the vehicle but can be turned off via the iDrive system.

M rear spoiler -  Only with ZMS

Rear spoiler bonded to luggage compartment lid.

Only available as part of ZMS
Exterior trim, High-gloss Shadowline   £290.00

Contents in black high-gloss:
- Exterior mirror frame, mirror base, mirror triangle
- Window-frame surround
- Window recess cover
- Finisher, B pillar
- Window guide rail, rear door
- Air breather

Exterior Equipment
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P i t kInterior Equipment
Universal remote control   £195.00

Replaces up to three remote control devices (e.g. garage door openers, electric gate openers). Compatibility of remotes can be checked via www.homelink.com.

BMW Display key   £235.00

Range up to approx. 300m for display key functions and 30m for hard button functions. Key dimensions: approx. 90mm x 55mm x 15mm.

Range of functions:
- 2.2 inch LCD colour display (320 x 240 pixels) incl. touch control panel
- Display option of vehicle status information (e.g. fuel gauge, fuel range, vehicle locking etc.)
- Wireless charging of the key in combination with option code 6NW 

Note:
Operation of option code 5DV 'Remote Control Parking' is only possible in combination with the BMW Display key

Panoramic glass sunroof - - £1,295.00

With automatic integral wind deflector, sun protection via heat-reflecting glass and independently sliding headliner panel. Tilt-fuction tilts front glass pane for ventilation with headliner panel open or 
closed. Sliding function slides front pane and headliner panel fully back inside roof cavity. One-touch action for both functions via roof mounted switch, and remote closing/opening of sliding feature 
via car key. 

Electric glass sunroof   £995.00

With automatic integral wind deflector, sun protection via heat-reflecting glass and independently-sliding headliner panel. Sliding function slides pane and headliner panel fully back inside roof cavity. 
One-touch action for both functions via roof mounted switch, and remote closing/opening of sliding feature via car key.

Sunblinds - rear windscreen and rear side windows   £410.00

- Roller blind for rear side windows, mechanical
- Split Roller blind for triangular windows, mechanical
- Operation of electric Roller blind for rear window via front door switch

Sunblinds - rear side windows (manual) - - £195.00

Roller blind for rear side windows, mechanical

Extended storage - - £295.00

- Multi-function hook in side panel, left
- Strap in side panel in left and right
- Two lashing rails with two sliding lashing eyes

NOTE: Rear seat backrests can be angled forward (by up to 11 degrees) to increase luggage compartment capacity by up to 20 litres. 

Sun protection glass   £345.00

Darkened glass for rear screen and rear side windows. Reduces heat rise inside the passenger compartment when the car is in direct sunlight. More strongly tinted glass from the B pillar back means 
that the glass in the rear compartment absorbs more of the sun's rays.

Interior rear-view mirror with automatic antidazzle function   Std

Smoker's package   £40.00

Includes ashtray and cigarette lighter in centre console.

Instrument panel in Sensatec   £575.00

Artificial leather

BMW Individual leather instrument panel   £995.00

Instrument panel and door upper-arm trim panels finished in leather.
 
- Instrument panel top section and door upper-arm trim panels in black
- Instrument panel bottom section in interior colour

In combination with ZB   £0.00
BMW Individual rear-seat reading lights   £305.00

Includes two reading lights, adjustable by controls in the headliner.

Air conditioning, automatic with four-zone control   £695.00

Fully automatic temperature control with 5 levels of intensity. Controlled by means of separate displays for driver/passenger and rear seat passengers. Includes 2 outlets in B-pillars.

Ambient Air package   £265.00

Air ionisation and scent package provide a pleasant fragrance and improved air purification for the vehicle interior. Intensity of the scents can be controlled in three stages via iDrive controller or via a 
button in the air conditioning control panel.

Two scent cartridges fitted in the glove compartment, lasting approx. six months with average use.  

The starter kit included contains four scents: Blue Suite No. 1, Green Suite No. 1, Golden Suite No. 2, Authentic Suite No. 2.

Replacements can be ordered via BMW accessories, with eight scents to choose from:

- "Blue Suite" category (fresh water scents):
Blue Suite No. 1 (weak scent), Blue Suite No. 2 (strong scent)

- "Green Suite" category (fresh plant scents):
Green Suite No. 1 (weak scent), Green Suite No.2 (strong scent)

- "Golden Suite" category (warm, rich scents):
Golden Suite No. 1 (weak scent), Golden Suite No. 2 (strong scent)

- "Authentic Suite" category (natural vehicle scents):
Authentic Suite No. 1 (weak scent), Authentic Suite No. 2 (strong scent)

Ceramic finish for controls   £420.00

Ceramic finish for gear selector lever, iDrive controller, audio and air conditioning controls. Maintains a comfortable temperature even in direct sunlight.

Ambient lighting   Std

Comprises of 11  predefined selectable light designsthat include 6 different colours; white, blue, orange, yellow, lilac and green.

- With contour and mood lighting in the instrument panel, door panel and centre console
- Additional functional contents: Reading lights in the rear, storage compartment lighting in the front centre armrest as well as exit lighting in the rear
- Includes handle-area lighting in the outside door handles

Automatic air conditioning   Std

2-zone automatic air conditioning with extended contents.

- Separate temperature control and adjustment of air volume and air distribution for driver and passenger
- Automatic programme with 5 intensity levels, separate adjustment for driver and front passenger
- Separate setting of temperature stratification for driver and front passenger via MMI (menu entry button on air conditioning control field)
- 7 air distribution programmes
- SYNC function, maximum cooling, residual heat utilisation, automatic recirculated air control (AUC) activated via MMI, recirculated air control can be activated by button
- Fogging sensor and solar sensor, micro-filter and active carbon filter, auxiliary ventilation
- Illuminated thumb wheels in centre and lateral grille
- Chrome finisher on rear centre console

Additional 12V power socket   £45.00

- 1 x 12 V power socket in the rear centre console
- 1 x 12 V socket in the luggage compartment, right
- Additional 1 x double USB adapter with 2A charging current

Digital Cockpit   Std

Combination of round instruments with chrome rings and a high-resolution 12.3" display using black-panel technology. The instrument panel display design is dependent on the selected Drive 
Performance Control mode (ECO PRO, Comfort or Sport). Includes power and torque readings.

Headlining, Anthracite   £265.00

Complete roof liner in anthracite including A, B & upper C pillars and sun visors.

Headlining, BMW Individual Anthracite Alcantara  - £1,100.00
-  £835.00

Complete roof liner in anthracite alcantara including A, B & upper C pillars and sun visors.

Door sill finishers with 'BMW Individual' designation  - £0.00

SE models only
Only  in combination with ZBCR, ZBFU or ZBTQ
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P i t kSteering Wheels
Steering wheel heating   £185.00

Brings the steering wheel rim up to a comfortable temperature within a very short time after activation.

Sport leather steering wheel, three-spoke  - Std

Three spoke multi-function sport leather steering wheel, with controls for media and telephone.

Audio and Communication
TV function   £890.00

Allows for reception of Digital TV (DVB-T) function to Control Display.

Navigation system - BMW Professional Multimedia   Std

The latest generation of high-end multi-media interface (MMI) utilises a new Intel processor for ‘fast start’ processing speeds, screen loads and page transitions. 

Operation by choice of direct-selection short cut keys, 8 programmable Favourite buttons, Touch Control, Voice Control or iDrive. Available in conjunction with BMW Gesture Control (6U8). The new 
Professional media system includes a new interface with a 3D and touch based control concept allowing different inputs to suit different menu functions and driver preferences. The home screen can 
now be tailored with three live tiles shown on the screen that can be moved left and right to personalise the menu structure, the remaining three tiles are shown on a second screen accessed with a 
swipe left or right between the tiles.

Live information from the Navigation, Communication, Vehicle Status, Media and other menus is displayed within the relevant tile on the homescreen.

This system includes the latest generation iDrive Touch Controller with a touch sensitive pad located on the rotary dial which allows written character entry that includes telephone numbers and 
address information. Fixed 10.25" widescreen display with 1440 x 540-pixel resolution. 

Hard disc drive (HDD) system with integrated Owner's Handbook, electronic service booklet and BMW Service history as well as 20 GB memory available for uploading and storing data such as audio 
files. Split-screen viewing allows parallel display of information with extended contents available including BMW Online ‘widgets’ such as a digital clock, weather and news. New split screen 
functionality allows several items to be placed in the split screen at the same time and it is possible to switch between these.

Includes functionality of BMW Professional Radio with single CD player (with MP3 and DVD playback capability) and double tuner supporting RDS/TMC data.
Route planning by individually defined criteria including ECO PRO route and Online Route calculations. Intelligent Route-ahead Assistance informs the driver of the most efficient driving style by 
anticipating the road conditions ahead. Multiple map views include arrow pointers, north orientation, direction of travel and perspective view with a choice of two coloured map modes, traffic map, 
satellite images and 3D Micro City Map. Micro City mapping with detailed visualisations including realistic road widths, 3D bridges and tunnels, a consistent 3D city visualisation.

Integrated toolbars and pie menus allow access to various functions without having to deviate from the map screen. On-board computer adds extended functionality including distance from 
destination and estimated time of arrival.

This latest version of the BMW Professional media system now features Micro City mapping with detailed visualisations including realistic road widths, 3D bridges and tunnels, a consistent 3D ciuty 
visualisation.

Quick access toolbar organises frequently used applications automatically based on recent use in the vehicle to allow quick access to comonly used menus.and features.

Additional information:
- Navigation data is loaded into the navigation unit when the vehicle is delivered.
- Update for the navigation map data 3 years licence free worldwide from BMW Retailer.
- Update for navigation map data Over the Air (OtA): 3 years automatic map update free of charge for up to 4x per year for a single selected country.
- Predictive shift strategy uses navigation information to look to the road ahead to select the correct gear and avoid unnecessary changes in gear through a series of corners.
- Features 4G connectivity

DAB digital radio   Std

Enables reception of digital audio programmes.

Loudspeaker system - BMW Advanced   £395.00

HiFi speaker system with digital amplifier, 205 W amplifier power, multi-channel.

12-speaker system comprising:
- 1 centre tweeter in the instrument panel
- 1 centre midrange speaker in the instrument panel
- 2 tweeters in the mirror triangles
- 2 midrange speakers in front door trims
- 2 central bass speakers under the front seats
- 2 tweeters in the rear parcel shelf G30 / in headliner G31 
- 2 midrange speakers in rear parcel shelf G30 / in headliner G31

Loudspeaker system - harman/kardon   £895.00

Digital amplifier with individually adjustable equalising, 600 W amplifier power and 9 channels.
Speakers with chrome applications and harman/kardon designation.

16-speaker system comprising:
- 1 centre tweeter in the instrument panel
- 1 centre midrange speaker in the instrument panel
- 2 tweeters in the mirror triangles
- 2 midrange speakers in front door trims
- 2 central bass speakers under the front seats
- 2 tweeters in the rear door trims
- 2 midrange speakers in rear door trims
- 2 tweeters in the rear parcel shelf G30 / in headliner G31
- 2 midrange speakers in the rear parcel shelf G30 / in headliner G31

BMW Emergency Call   Std

Available and active for the lifetime of the vehicle.

BMW TeleServices   Std

Available and active for the lifetime of the vehicle.

eDrive Services   Std

Enables the use of eDrive services that are exclusively offered to plug-in hybrid vehicles. This includes the search and display of charging stations, the display of range and charging status' both in the 
head unit and on the BMW ConnectedDrive app and the ConnectedDrive portal. The charging timer and charge preconditioning is also included. 

Also features the full functionality of BMW Remote Services (see option 6AP) for the lifetime of the vehicle – includes remote lock/unlock, headlight flash, vehicle finder and destination send to car.

The eDrive services have a runtime of five years.

Provides a direct link to the 999 emergency services. A manual or automatic call can be deployed from the vehicle to establish a voice call connection to the UK based emergency services centre and 
sends additional data including the vehicle’s current location. All calls are sent via the built-in vehicle telematics system (PSIM) and require no pairing of a mobile phone.

Offers a range of telematic services that provide support and notification of the technical condition of the vehicle. Services include Automatic Service Call (ASC), TeleServices Breakdown Call (B-call), 
TeleServices Report (TSR), TeleServices Battery Guard (TSBG) and Teleservices Update (TSU).

For specific information on these services please contact your Aftersales Service centre   
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P i t kBMW Online Services   Std

Real Time Traffic Information   Std

Real Time Traffic Information is initially available for three years and can then be extended or renewed.

Concierge service   £200.00

Concierge service is initially available for three years and can then be extended or renewed.

Remote Services - - £60.00

Remote control of specific vehicle functions. Services can be performed upon request to the BMW Customer Information Centre or actioned via a smartphone with the My BMW Remote app 
         

Available and active for the lifetime of the vehicle but requires configuration in the user’s ConnectedDrive portal.

Microsoft Exchange email   £150.00

Support for Office 365 email accounts. Available with a three year subscription from date of production and enables access to Microsoft Office 365 emails via Microsoft Exchange.

Access to emails will depend upon the security settings of the company, this can be checked on the following website and should be checked prior to ordering.

Apple CarPlay preparation   £235.00

- Enables wireless and comfortable usage of your iPhone® in your vehicle via Apple CarPlay®

- Smartphone content such as music, messages / SMS, telephony, selected third-party apps and navigation from your iPhone ® can be therefore be displayed and operated via the user interface of 
the vehicle. Please note that functions using a data connection will use the SIM card in the iPhone ® and additional data charges may be applied by the mobile network operator.

- The compatibility and functional scope of your iPhone® with Apple CarPlay® depends on the model year of the iPhone® and the version of software installed on it and must be enquired about with 
the mobile phone manufacturer.

- If you use Apple CarPlay ® preparation, selected vehicle data is transferred to your iPhone. Further data processing is the responsibility of the mobile phone manufacturer or 3rd party app provider.

- The mobile phone manufacturer is responsible for all contents and functions displayed in the vehicle via Apple CarPlay ® preparation.

For details on the available apps that can be used via Apple CarPlay ® preparation please visit http://www.apple.com/ios/carplay/ 
To connect your compatible device to use Apple CarPlay ® go to the ‘Manage mobile devices’ menu on the iDrive and then connect to ‘Apple CarPlay’. On your iPhone ® go to the ‘Settings’ menu, 
‘General’ and then into ‘CarPlay’.

Bowers & Wilkins Diamond surround sound system   £3,750.00

Fully active 10-channel amplifier with 1400W output and 16 speakers.

16-speaker system comprising:
- 1 centre midrange speaker in the middle of the instrument panel (illuminated Bowers & Wilkins designation)
- 1 centre diamond tweeter in the middle of the instrument panel (Nautilus™ spiral technology)
- 2 midrange speakers in the front door trims (illuminated, Kevlar® technology)
- 2 diamond tweeters in the mirror triangles (illuminated, Nautilus™ spiral technology)
- 2 midrange speakers in the rear door trims (illuminated, Kevlar® technology)
- 2 tweeters in the rear door trims
- 2 midrange speakers in rear parcel shelf G30 / in headliner G31
- 2 tweeters in rear parcel shelf G30 / in headliner G31
- 2 central bass speakers underneath the front seats (Rohacell® technology)

Quantum Logic Surround with 7-band equaliser (Dynamic Sound Equalising) and three analogue crossover networks for a constant sound quality in all seats.

Choice of five sound settings:
- "Studio": undistorted, like the original recording in the sound studio
- "Concert": impressive sound setting, like the music experience in a large concert hall.
- "On Stage": extended surround sound, like on the stage amid the music.
- "Cinema": optimised for movie playback, sound distribution like at the cinema
- "Lounge": optimised for rear passengers, direct sound at the rear seats

Stainless steel finishers with 'Fibonacci' hole pattern design with an optimum degree of efficiency for a pure sound experience.
In combination with ZMS -  £2,855.00
Rear-seat entertainment Experience   £1,995.00

2 tiltable independent high resolution 10.2" screens in the rear, with Blu-Ray drive. Operation via remote control. Separate connection options, such as HDMI for games consoles or Apple TV, MHL 
(Wired Mobile High-Definition Link) for mobile devices (smartphone, tablet), USB for MP3 players and for wireless headphones.

Rear screens provide access to the vehicle's entertainment functions (e.g. TV, radio, DVD, Blu-Ray), navigation (driver-independent navigation), online (free internet, portal) and telephone.

Displays: 1280 x 720 x 24 @ 60 Hz.

Price includes two sets of wireless headphones which Retailers must order separately. Please ensure two sets of headphones are ordered under part number 65.12.2.411.282.

Only with 575
Online Entertainment   £160.00
Music on Demand functionality that utilises the built-in vehicle SIM to access the music database of either Deezer or Napster (provider is subject to change without notice). Provides direct and 
unlimited access to millions of music tracks without the need for a mobile or MP3 device in the vehicle. Includes subscription to a chosen music partner for one year. An unlimited flat rate data 
allowance in the vehicle supports the streaming of music as well the ability to download to the vehicle hard drive for use offline.

The cloud-based services of the music partners also allow for convenient access to the music library via external internet-enabled devices so music playback is not restricted to the vehicle. The 
subscription redeemed with this option can be used on a limited number of devices (including the vehicle), allowing the customer to create a playlist at home and have this same playlist available to 
stream in the vehicle.

Includes Connected Music, assisting with song identification whilst listening to the radio.

For more information on each of the current music providers please see www.deezer.com/features or www.napster.co.uk.
Hands-free facility with USB interface   Std

-Wireless telephony / audio streaming connection for compatible Bluetooth mobile phones (see www.bmw.com/bluetooth) with the vehicle, including hands-free facility.
- Enables connection via the USB interface of an MP3 player, Apple iPod / iPhone or memory stick for audio file playback on the in-car audio system, operation by equipment-dependent controls 
(radio controls, multifunction for steering wheel, iDrive Controller) of the vehicle.

- Remote lock/unlock.
- Vehicle Finder (within a 1500m radius of the vehicle).
- Remote headlight flash.
- Google Local Search and send to car.

Access to a WAP based BMW Online portal to view a wide range of general and location-based information services. These include the latest news and sports headlines, a five-day weather forecast 
and live POI searches via Online Search.

The in-vehicle BMW Application store offers a choice of apps that can be managed individually to build a personalised portfolio including Wiki Local, BMW Routes and Qype. Further personalised 
content includes My News and Online Office for access to a personal email account in the vehicle (these require configuration in the ConnectedDrive portal). 

Also includes BMW Apps interface in combination with option 609 – BMW Navigation system Professional. BMW Apps enables Apple device applications to be seamlessly integrated into the vehicle 
Control Display including Twitter, Web Radio and an ECO PRO Analyser tool.  Note: a specific snap-in-adaptor is required to use BMW Apps; please check EPC (Electronic Parts Catalogue) for more 
information.

BMW Online Services are initially available for three years and can then be extended or renewed. BMW Apps is available and active for the lifetime of the vehicle and requires the free BMW Connected 
app to be installed on the Apple device.

A telematic call service that provides access to the BMW Customer Information Centre 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. A trained team of agents can discuss a variety of enquiries and provide location-
based information. POI information, addresses and telephone numbers can be sent to the vehicle which can be transferred into the Navigation system. All calls and data transfer is via the embedded 
telematic system (PSIM) and do not require a Bluetooth paired device.

RTTI provides enhanced traffic data over TMC by combining information from a significant number of sources and broadcasting over the GSM network via the embedded telematic system (PSIM), to 
accurately present the current traffic situation in real time. Traffic flows are displayed on the Navigation map using a colour coding scheme and the data is automatically updated every three minutes. 
Intelligent route guidance actively monitors time efficient alternatives and recommends for or against potential detours.
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P i t kEnhanced Bluetooth with wireless charging   £475.00

- Improved hands-free capability for front passenger by provision of a second microphone.
- 2 x USB connections with 2.1 A charging current for shorter charging times of Smartphones and tablets.
- Bluetooth / Wi-Fi audio streaming.
- Wi-Fi hotspot preparation. Use of SIM card installed in the vehicle. (Only in combination with option code 6WD).
- Playback of compressed videos via the USB interface.
- 2 mobile phones and one audio player can be paired via Bluetooth at any given time, 
- Display of organiser data from a compatible Smartphone on the Control Display by selecting 'Office' or 'Communication' from the menu.
- Display of contact photos from the address book of a compatible Smartphone on the Control Display.
- Display of album covers.
- Software update for multimedia and telephony via USB interface.
- Near field communication (NFC) connection is possible to speed up the connection of the mobile device to the car for telephone, Office and Audio functionality. Requires compatible device. To 
complete this ensure NFC is activate on mobile device and hold to the sensor in the car.

Smartphone holder within the centre console featuring inductive charging for compatible mobile telephones (using QI wireless charging format) and connection to the vehicle's external aerial. 
Includes LED charge level indicator and forgotten mobile phone warning.

To ensure the Smartphone charges function and connects to the external aerial, the Smartphone must be positioned with its back flat to the charging surface. For Smartphones without an inductive 
charging function, special charging cases are available to purchase via BMW Parts and Accessories for selected devices.

Extended functionality may depend on the features of the Bluetooth / USB device in use. For confirmation, please check the Bluetooth Compatibility Checker on www.bmw.co.uk.
Only with 6WD
BMW Gesture Control   £160.00

Using 3D sensors above the front centre console, specifically defined functions of the control display can be controlled using specific hand gestures.

- Use of simple hand gestures to interact with the infotainment system (e.g. swiping, pointing, turning, pushing). 
- Functions that can be operated by gestures include volume control, accepting and rejecting an incoming telephone call, closing externally triggered popups (e.g. traffic news), confirmation of Check-
Control messages, triggering of a personally configured function and Surround View.
- Permanently available gestures for direct interaction (e.g. volume)
- Context-specific gestures as a reaction (e.g. rejecting an incoming telephone call)
- Operating aid through the display of currently available gesture interactions

Note:
- No separate activation of gesture control necessary (e.g. by pressing a button)
- Direct system feedback to gesture interaction (acoustic and visual)

WiFi hotspot preparation   £0.00

Enables connection of mobile devices to the internet via the SIM card installed in the vehicle. Depending on the local LTE availability, up to 10 devices can surf the internet with max. 100 Mbit/s. Its 
use is subject to cost, data plans can be purchased via the mobile network operator when connected to the vehicle.

Only with 6NW
Alloy Wheels

17" light alloy V-spoke style 618 - - Std

Front and rear:  7.5J x 17 with 225/55.

17" light alloy V-spoke style 631 - - £395.00

Front and rear:  7.5J x 17 with 225/55.

18" light alloy Multi-spoke style 619 with Run-flat tyres  - £0.00
- - £995.00

Front and rear:  8J x 18 with 245/45 run-flat tyres.

18" light alloy Multi-spoke style 619 - - Std

18" light alloy V-spoke style 684 with Run-flat tyres  - £0.00
- - £995.00

Front and rear:  8J x 18 with 245/45 run-flat tyres.

19" light alloy W-spoke style 663 Bi-colour with Run-flat tyres  - £995.00
- - £1,795.00

Front:  8J x 19 with 245/40 run-flat tyres.
Rear:  9J x 19 with 275/35 run-flat tyres.

20" BMW Individual light alloy V-spoke style 759 l Bi-colour with Run-flat tyres  - £2,320.00
- - £3,070.00

Front:  8J x 20 with 245/35 run-flat tyres.
Rear:  9J x 20 with 275/30 run-flat tyres.
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P i t kAlloy Wheels - M Sport models
18" light alloy M Double-spoke style 662M with Run-flat tyres - - Std

Front:  8J x 18 with 245/45
Rear:  9J x 18 with 275/40

Ordering guidance: for 520i, 520d, 520d xDrive and 525d M Sport models ensure that you de-select/ 100% not require the standard 18" wheel 21N
 before adding ZMS to the order. 

19" M light alloy M Double-spoke style 664M with Run-flat tyres -  Std
- - £1,145.00

Front:  8J x 19 with 245/40 run-flat tyres.
Rear:   9J x 19 with 275/35 run-flat tyres.

Ordering guidance: for 530i, 540i xDrive, 530d, 530d xDrive and 530e M Sport models ensure that you de-select/ 100% not require the standard 19" wheel 
21P before adding ZMS to the order. 

19" M light alloy M Double-spoke style 664M black with Run-flat tyres -  £250.00
- - £1,395.00

Front:  8J x 19 with 245/40 run-flat tyres.
Rear:   9J x 19 with 275/35 run-flat tyres.

In combination with ZMS - - £250.00
20" BMW Individual light alloy V-spoke style 759 l Bi-colour with Run-flat tyres -  £1,525.00

- - £2,320.00

Front:  8J x 20 with 245/35 run-flat tyres.
Rear:  9J x 20 with 275/30 run-flat tyres.

In combination with ZMS - - £1,525.00
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Technical data 
5 Series Saloon/

Engine type B48B20M0
Transmission type automatic
Transmission type -- 8P75H

Nr. of gears -- 8

Nr. axles -- 2

Powered axles -- RWD

Seats -- 5

Number of Doors -- 4

Veh. length mm 4936

Width mm 1868

Height mm 1479

Width inc. mirrors mm 2126

Wheelbase mm 2975

Overhang front mm 862

Rear overhang mm 1099

Turning circle m 12.22

Ground clearance mm 144

Shoulder width front mm 1490

Shoulder room rear mm 1420

Elbow width front mm 1523

Elbowroom rear mm 1487

Legroom front mm 1052

Legroom rear mm 928

Max. headroom front mm 1034

Maximum headroom rear mm 977

Headroom front (With sunroof) mm 996

Maximum headroom second mm 954

Knee clearance mm 90

Luggage volumes [V210-2] m³ 0.41

Fuel tank capacity (approx.) liter 46

Curb weight (DIN) kg 1770

Curb weight (EC) kg 1845

Rear Weight distribution (empty car) % 52

Gross veh. weight kg 2420

Payload kg 650

Axle load limit front kg 1120

Rear axle load limit kg 1405

Gross veh. weight /w.trailer kg -

Rear axle load w. trailer kg -

Payload w. trailer kg -

Trailer load braked 12% kg -

Trailer load braked 8% kg -

Trailer load unbraked kg -

Trailer nose weight kg -

Roof load kg 100

Petrol engine
Engine type -- B48B20M0

Cylinders -- 4

Valves p.cyl. -- 4

Fuel management --

Charging Type -- BMW TwinPower Turbo

Injection type -- High-precision direct injection

Stroke mm 94.6

Bore mm 82

Displacement cm³ 1998

Compression rate :1 11

Rated engine power kW 135

Engine power PS 184

Engine power BHP 181

at rpm 1/min 5000-6500

Engine torque Nm 290

Engine torque ft lbs 214

at rpm 1/min 1350-4250

Engine power (cumul.) kW 185

Engine power (cumul.) PS 252

Engine power (cumul.) BHP 248

Engine torque (cumul.) Nm 420

Engine torque (cumul.) ft lbs 310

0-62mph s 6.2

Top speed mph 146

Useable fuel quality -- Petrol

Recommended fuel quality -- ROZ91-100

Engine oil capacity liter 5.25

Output per litre kW/dm³ 67.6

Power to weight ratio kg/kW 13.1

Electric motor

Electrical Range (NEDC) miles 29

Maximum torque Nm 250

Battery Capacity (high voltage) d 26

System voltage (high voltage) V 351

Battery type high voltage -- LI-Ion

Gross battery content high voltage kWh 9.2

Net battery content high voltage kWh 8

Battery Position high voltage -- subsurface

charging variation 1 -- AC 3,7 kW

charging time 1 (0-100% SoC) h 2.9

Transmission type -- 8P75H

Gear ratios 1st gear -- 4.714

2nd -- 3.143

3rd -- 2.106

4th -- 1.667

5th -- 1.285

6th -- 1

7th -- 0.839

8th -- 0.667

Reverse gear -- 3.317

Final drive ratio -- 3.231

Track front mm 1604

Width of the rear track mm 1631

Wheel offset front mm 27

Wheel offset rear mm 27

A m² 2.35

Cx -- 0.26

Air resistance m² 0.61

NOx g/km -

Alloy Wheels: 23F, 23U

Fuel consumption - urban mpg - l/100km -

Fuel consumption  - extra urban mpg - l/100km -

Fuel consumption - combined mpg - l/100km -

CO2 g/km -

Alloy Wheels: 2WS, 23X, 28Y, 21N, 21P, 21R, 2QR

Fuel consumption - urban mpg - l/100km -

Fuel consumption  - extra urban mpg - l/100km -

Fuel consumption - combined mpg - l/100km 141.2 (2)

CO2 g/km 46

Emission classification (type-certified) -- EU6

SCR (Yes/No) -- -

SCR-Typ Activtank -- -

AdBlue-Volume (Activtank) liter -
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